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             Japan downgrades tsunami warning after Taiwan quake

        
            

             World powers condemn deadly Gaza air strike on aid workers

        
            

             Only legal cable-DTH operators can transmit feeds of govt-approved TV channels: Arafat

        
            

             PM urges ROSATOM to set up another nuclear power plant at Rooppur

        
            

             Bangladesh economy makes a strong turnaround: World Bank
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                                Four officers injured in Israel car-ramming attack: police
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                                Coal mine fire kills 4, injures 7 in Vietnam's northern province
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                                Columbus held by Tigres in CONCACAF Champions Cup
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                                Bracewell back from injury to captain New Zealand on Pakistan tour
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                                One feared dead, dozens injured in most powerful Taiwan quake in 25 years
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                                Guardiola backs 'world's best' Haaland in Keane row
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                                Day of mourning in Finland after school shooting death
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                                NKorea says tested medium-to-long-range hypersonic missile
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                                In first, US directs NASA to create lunar time standard
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                                Philippines warns of tsunami, orders evacuations after Taiwan quake
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                                Venezuelan man, world's oldest, dies at 114
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                                Paul Kagame: Rwanda's polarising strongman
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                                Lingard's Seoul switch threatens to fall flat after slow start
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                                Japan downgrades tsunami warning after Taiwan quake
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                                World powers condemn deadly Gaza air strike on aid workers
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                                Truck hits a group of students in Iraq, killing 6
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                                Biden, Xi clash but seek to manage tensions as US officials head to China
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                                Export earnings exceed $5b mark in March
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                                Xi, Biden hold phone talks: Chinese state media
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                                S.Africa's Zuma files appeal against exclusion from May vote
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                                First vessel passes channel opened to aid Baltimore bridge cleanup
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                                Bangladesh economy makes a strong turnaround: World Bank
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                                Indonesian envoy, IOM mission head call on foreign minister 
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                                Actions if anyone illegally interferes in UP polls: Quader
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                                Aid workers killed in strike on Gaza
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                                BCL wants to introduce new model of student politics at BUET
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                                President asks BERC to explore new energy sources
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                                Lebanon's Hezbollah says Israel strike in Syria will get 'punishment'
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                                180 Myanmar army, BGP men to return home, 170 Bangladeshis to be brought back: Hasan
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                                North Korea fires medium-range ballistic missile
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                                Nasim for protecting young generation from BNP-Jamaat’s ill politics
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                                Charge-sheet accepted in money embezzlement case against Dr Yunus, 13 others
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                                World Autism Awareness Day observed in Joypurhat
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                                EC panel of Parliament Members' Club submitted
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                                Mild to moderate heat wave sweeping over four divisions including Dhaka
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                                India rejects Chinese move to rename Arunachal Pradesh places
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                                Only legal cable-DTH operators can transmit feeds of govt-approved TV channels: Arafat
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                                Totality ready: US braces for April 8 solar eclipse frenzy
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                                Trump hits campaign trail in swing states Michigan, Wisconsin
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                                Migrants who crossed from Mexico into Texas charged with 'rioting'
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                                From Cold War to the Ukraine war: NATO at 75
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                                Eco-friendly transport system to be implemented in Dhaka soon: Barrister Taposh
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                                PM urges ROSATOM to set up another nuclear power plant at Rooppur
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                                Blinken in Paris for talks on Ukraine, Gaza
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                                Person in Texas infected with bird flu through dairy cattle
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                                HC orders to stop cutting of hills in Sajek
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                                Peru minister resigns in probe of president's Rolex watches
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                                World Autism Awareness Day observed in Natore
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                                Reaching artificial insemination services to farmers' doorsteps stressed
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                                Information Commission for taking punitive action against Nakla UNO
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                                Japan health supplements tied to 157 hospitalisations
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                                One person died as oil tanker fire burns another four vehicles
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                                Banglalink customers to get 4G smartphones affordably through bKash ‘Pay Later’
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                                Trump posts $175 million bond in civil fraud case
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                                Last survivor of Pearl Harbor battleship sinking dies
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                                Trisna record hat-trick in vain as Australia clinch T20 series
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                                Abortion rights amendment can be on the ballot: Florida Supreme Court
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                                Iran guards say 7 members killed in Israel strike on Syria consular annex
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                                Hearing on charge-sheet in DSA case against Tarique Rahman July 24
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                                I'm lovin' it: California fast food workers hail pay hike
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                                EC commits to hold upazila election properly: Commissioner
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                                Israel to take US concerns over Rafah offensive into account: W.House
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                                Gangs and police clash again in Haiti
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                                HSC exams to begin on June 30
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                                Hundreds of Philippine schools suspend classes over heat danger
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                                Govt to distribute 1,461.38mt rice on Eid in Khulna
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                                Drives against chemical warehouses in old Dhaka after Eid: Taposh 
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                                China condemns Israel strike on Iranian consular annex in Syria
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                                Ahsanul inaugurates sale operations of Indian imported onion
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                                European stocks rise at open after Easter
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                                French writer Maryse Conde dies at 90: family
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                                Three killed in avalanche at top Swiss ski resort: police
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                                Thai same-sex marriage bill passes first reading
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                                53,000 people flee Port-au-Prince in three weeks of gang violence: UN
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                                Russia reports drone attacks over 1,000 km from Ukraine
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                                Chandimal withdraws from Chattogram Test due to family emergency
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                                NHRC Chairman highlights journos' role in establishing human rights
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                                Russia appoints new Black Sea Fleet commander after Ukrainian attacks
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                                Japan to give $3.9 bn in subsidies to chip joint venture Rapidus: govt
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                                Eight die in Albanian car crash involving presumed migrants
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